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publications

publication   successfully



insert a new publication!  

Here there is the list of your 
pubblications with details about the 
type of publication you have 
registered and its status

publications  



Title in the original language
Original language
Year of publication

Type of publication
Subtype of publication

Here you have to start entering the information about your publication. 
Some of them are mandatory (the red ones in this document)
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technical notes

- not selected -original 

other type
editorial
review
popularizing article
translation of an article
comment
clinic study

letter to the editors
case report
commentary

article

Here you have to choose the subtype of your publication 
(in this case the type is article)



contributions in peer-reviewed conference proceedings
another kind of contribution in the conference proceedings

another kind of chapter

chapter in monograph
chapter in collective monograph
encyclopedic entry
dictionary entry
chapter in specialized atlas
chapter in critical edition of sources
chapter in critical commented translation
chapter in encyclopedia/ dictionary for everyone
chapter in informative pubblication
chapter in manual
chapter in summary
chapter in university script
chapter in textbook for university
chapter in textbook for highschool
chapter in textbook for elementary school
chapter in yearbook
legal commentary - chapter
chapter in textbook for everyone
uncommented translation - chapter

there are also other types of contribution, here you have the most important ones:

contribution in conference proceedings

chapter in book



university script

scientific dictionary
specialized atlas
critical edition of sources
critical commented translation
encyclopedia/ dictionary for everyone
informative pubblication
manual
summary

textbook for university

collective monograph

textbook for highschool
textbook for elementary school
yearbook
legal commentary
textbook for everyone
recollection
fiction
uncommented translation
another kind of book

scientific encyclopedia

monograph

book



After you have filled all the mandatory sections click here to save and go the next step



recommended while blue ones are mandatory!
Here you start filling all information about your publication. Reminder: yellow ones are 



from the faculty) have to choose 
Workers and students (ie. authors 

their author-profile clicking here:

Amount of authors:



clicking on it.
Then click najít (search) and you will find your profile, select it by 

Put here your name surname (příjmení) and name (jméno)



language 

abstract in the original language

title in the original language

another language (if needed)

(should be automatic)
select the original version 

keywords

Here you put title, abstract and keywords in English



Here you need to choose the field of your publication by clicking here



click here

select the field of your publication



select the subfield of publication

select here

click here to save



Here you must enter information about the magazine in which the publication took place

click here !

number of pages

number of the article (if present, if not put the year of the month when it was published)

from page to page

year of the publication

the state where it was published

issue of the journal (if present, if not - as in the case of special issues - put the year of the month when it was published)



enter name of journal in title (název) or ISSN then click najít (search) and find the journal (if it is not in the system you have to report it) 



select here: A: open access

D: only metadata
C: limited access
B: open access with time restriction



link to the publication



save the record

save as draft



mandatory while Doporučené recommended.
registration of the publication. Povinné means 
the system will not let you proceed with the 
If you do not enter all the mandatory information 

back to the editing


